Defect Tracking
In engineering, defect tracking is the procedure of discovering the defects in a product, and creating new
versions of the product that fix the defects. Defect tracking is one of the major and vital concepts in
software engineering and this is used as an intricate software systems usually holding huge number of
defects. It is very difficult and tedious to manage, evaluate and prioritize these defects. Defect tracking
systems are computer database systems which hoard defects and assist people to handle them.
Defect Tracking is how engineering management contrives and trails the declaration of defects in
software products. The objective of defect tracking is to plan and track new product features. The
principle of Defect Tracking is to assist engineering management to accomplish their objective of
developing quality products on time under your budget.
The major requirements of Defect Tracking systems are planning and estimation.
The objective of planning is to organize the work to accomplish the preferred result, to look forward to the
costs and other restrictions, and to systematize the resources more effectively.
In case of defect tracking, a tool will greatly assist the management control where defects will be
determined. It will also assist to understand which resources are essential, and the cost involved.
Particularly, a system generally permits changes to be considered that resolves the defects or put into
operation enhancement requests. The transfers are generally connected to a discharge, and frequently
slotted for a specific time frame or milestone. Make a point that the modifications are repeatedly not the
similar entities as the proof of the defects or development request. More than one modification will be
compulsorily required at different times, or branches, to gratify the customer.
The major function of tracking is to endow visibility into real progress so that management can get into
necessary action when execution diverges from plans. Tracking is the best and effective method where
the managers recognize that the progress is identical to the plan, and so whether targets are likely to be
hit.
Defect tracking is about observing the growth and betterment of changes, and overriding when required
to keep things on plan. Generally, re-planning is essential to plan for flexible and cheap alterations.
Moreover, when monitoring a huge group, the manager must be able to find a dimension and abilities of
overall development like the fraction of modifications following the schedule or the total predictable effort
of your plans.
Defect tracking systems are mainly required to incorporate with quite other information systems like
contact information, customer databases, project planning systems, requirement management packages.
This method is greatly handled to implement with security measures like granting admittance only to
particular groups and permitting only authorized persons to modify the process.
Defect tracking system is also considered as a good source of knowledge of the project that is developed.
With this, the management could extract information from the system to get the great support of the
organization that is outsourced at times. Moreover, they also measure the overall growth and information
about the product. Some good defect tracking systems are Clear Quest and PVCS tracker.
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